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United States

Dear Secretary-General,

I

Derailing peace has always been easier than building it. Recent outbreak or renewal of
conflicts in Ukraine, Syria, Iraq, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and potential threats

elsewhere, give the impression that little has been achieved by way of conflict

prevention since the world wars of the past century. Ofcourse, the conflicts we
currently confront pose serious challenges to us. Yet, today we are far better equipped

to prevent, mitigate and resolve conflict than we were a century ago when the guns of

August began to sound across Europe.

To ignore the development in thinking and practice over the past decades would be to

do ourselves a disservice. Steadily, progress has been made in efforts to protect and

advance human rights and to improve the mechanisms to prevent armed conflict. It is

not perfect; it remains a work in progress on very complex issues, but it is progress. The

Hague Institute for Global Justice strives to support that progress through our research,

discussions, publications, trainings and in-the-field initiatives.

This Summer 2014 edition of Intersections presents some of that work. We have chosen
to highlight our initiatives on the Responsibility to Protect, which regards sovereignty
not as a state's inviolable prerogative, but as a solemn duty, an obligation for nation

states to ensure protection to their citizens from genocide and mass atrocities. It also
carries the duty to the international community to act if states fail to do so.

Our Institute will continue to engage in finding feasible ways to further the cause of
global justice. This edition of Intersections is just one way of demonstrating the ways in

which we give life to that commitment.

As always, we welcome any feedback you might have about the Institute's publications.
In the meantime, allow me to express my sincere hope that we will have the opportunity
to engage with you in pursuit of our common aims.

Yours sincerely,

Dr.Abiodun Williams

President
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Dr. Abiodun Williams

A Col ectlve Miss·on to
revent Deadly Conflict

The most cursory of glances at the news headlines reveals a
shameful failure by the international community to prevent
deadly conflict. The ongoing civil war in Syria; the violent
escalation in Ukraine and another chapter of the tragic saga
of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are just the most prominent
examples of our collective inability to ensure that the United
Nations' principal objective - 'saving succeeding generations
from the scourge ofwar' - remains a distant aspiration for
many of the world's citizens.

The cost of such conflicts is enormous.

As many as 170,000 people may

have died to date in the Syrian Civil

War alone. The number of displaced

people across the world is at an all

time high. Conflicts reverse the gains

of development. The political effects

resound not only over time , but also

across space, with other countries

destabilized, or caught up in the affairs

of violent places, as the MH17 airline

tragedy reminded us all.

The response of political elites - and of

many ordinary people - is often one of

frustrated resignation. Deadly conflict,

it is presumed, is inevitable in human

affairs; as ancient as the greed and

grievances which are presumed to fuel

many violent struggles.

It is all too tempting to succumb to

pessimism. In my own experience, I have

repeatedly found that when preventive

action is properly conceived, and when

the requisite political will is summoned,

early and effective action can prevent

the descent into the abyss of conflict.

One example is that of Macedonia,

where an unprecedented UN 'preventive

deployment' reacted to warning signs

and ensured that the Yugoslav wars did

not spill over into that country.

\ Preventing conflict makes sense morally,

economically and strategically. Yet it

requires constant marshaling of evidence

that 'prevention works ' to demonstrate

to decision-makers that investments are

worth their while. The Hague Institute is

committed to this cause, and our Conflict

Prevention Team is dedicated to making

the case for prevention, and providing

practitioners with tools to make their

efforts more effective.

Deadly conflict is not inevitable.

To prevent it, we must all invest our

passion, expertise and resources into

building the more peaceful world

we desire.

Dr. Abiodun Williams
President

The Hague Institutefor Global]ustice
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Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert
Minister of Defense of the Netherlands

At the Forefront
of Freedom
On the evening of 4 June 1944, the architects of D- Day convened in the
library of Southwick House, a mansion near Portsmouth on the south
coast of England. Wind and rain were lashing at the windows. Visibility
was exceptionally poor. Conditions could hardly have been worse for the
planned invasion. However, Chief Meteorologist James Stagg predicted a
spell of better weather.

Eisenhower made the final decision the next morning: Operation Overlord
was to be launched. The 6th of June 1944 would become a turning point in
world history; a day of hope, but also the beginning of an incredibly fierce
battle in which immense sacrifices were made.

The heroes ofyesterday
Last June, I attended the commemoration of the 70th anniversary of D-Day in

Normandy. It was a historic day. A number of Dutch veterans of the invasion were

also present at the commemoration. On D-Day, they arrived in the wake of the

American, British and Canadian troops and made an important contribution to the

operation, from the sea, air and on the ground.

When in the company of the heroes of that day, you realize once more the

extremely high price that was paid for the freedom we enjoy today.

The freedom of today and of tomorrow
In May this year, during my visit to Israel, I laid a wreath at Yad Vashem, the memorial

to the victims of the Holocaust and a cente r for documentation, research and education.

I recalled the words spoken by KofiAnnan at the reopening of this authoritative institute

in 2005: "A United Nations that fails to be at the forefront of the fight against anti

Semitism and other forms of racism denies its history and undermines its future. "
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The United Nations was established in the aftermath of the

Second World War. An organization in which countries join

forces in their efforts to prevent war , protect human rights

and create better living conditions for everyone. Seventy years

ago, the heroes of D-Day made a determined choice to fight to

restore freedom and human dignity. Their choice has imposed

an obligation on us - and rightly so - to make the right

choices in all of our current and future efforts, all over

the world.

My recent visit to the United Nations Multidimensional

Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA), in

particular to the Dutch units deployed there , has once again

brought this obligation to the fore. In the scorching heat of

Mali, the Dutch soldiers are putting into effect what we agreed

upon so long ago. We owe them our respect.

"When in the company

of the heroes of that
day, you realize once

more the extremely

high price that was paid

for the freedom we

enjoy today."
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The tragedies in Rwanda and Srebrenica in the 1990S were collective failures of
the international community to prevent genocide and mass atrocities. Canadian
Lieutenant-General Romeo Dallaire, as force commander ofUNAMIR, was
powerless to prevent a meticulously planned genocide in 1994. This massacre left a
permanent stain on a disconnected international community. His experiences left
an indelible mark on Dalliare, who carries the lessons learned from that genocide
to those prepared to listen. In June , Dallaire was at The Hague Institute to talk
about Rwanda and international decision making,

What can be accomplished by bringing
together key decision-makers from 1994 to
assess the events that led up to the genocide
in Rwanda?

First thing is actually having them sitting around a set of tables

to talk, because many of us have either avoided each other, not

spoken or simply read what we've written and been left with an

appetite for seeing each other again. There are formal sessions

and informal sessions where we are able to get snippets [of

new information]. But it's giving - in all honesty - depth to the

material that's already out there, which will permit collating

materials and opinions that were not there before that can

reinforce the 'paperwork.'

Looking at the situations we face today, do
you think the lessons of Rwanda have been
learned by the international community?

The lessons have been learned extensively on paper.

What I mean by that is that we have introduced the Rome

Statute and the International Criminal Court to fight

impunity: that 's a direct result of the Rwandan Tribunal; the

Yugoslavia Tribunal; the Sierra Leone Tribunal and so that 's

a great result. We started working in 2001 and by 2005, the

whole of the UN General Assembly had signed on to the

Responsibility to Protect, which means that if abuses are

massive in a population which have the responsibility to go

in and protect innocent people . This means that sovereignty

is no longer an absolute, which is a great revolution.

[Another example is] new protocols, such as the Optional

Protocol on Child Rights, which prevents recruitment of

children (also a crime against humanity), for which we 're

holding countries accountable.

"The lessons of Rwanda
have been learned
extensively on paper."

But all that hasn't been really operationalized. There is one

factor that makes the situation today worse than in 1993-4.

That's the fact that in 93-94, we were stumbling into this

stuff. We really didn 't know what the hell we were getting

into , and that's why we ended up with a Chapter VI in

Rwanda. Now we have 20 years under our belt. We have all
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these pieces of paper that give us the authority; but we do

not have the political will to implement it. So what's still

missing, in a way, is statesmanship.

IHow effective has the R2P been as an
instrument and what are its prospects?

It is there; people know of it; know of the different pillars:

economic, political, diplomatic and military-security. It is

not operationalized, because there is no political will to

want to apply it on purely humanitarian grounds. Countries

are still too hung up on self-interest. So we have a bunch of

politicians who are managing problems , but no statesman

who wants to lead and solve them.

The protection ofcivilians is more routinely in
cluded in the mandates ofpeacekeeping missi
ons. What are the primary obstacles to realizing
civilian protection and what advice would you
give to the incoming force commander in a new
UN peacekeeping mission?

I have been reading the mandates over the last years and

the mandates have become very robust. They make a lot

Interview I 9

Amilitary career

Romeo Dallaire (June 25, 1946, Denekamp,

the Netherlands) was a career officer in the

Canadian army and last served as a senator.

Rwanda was supposed to be a professional

highlight but turned into a nightmare and an

inspirationfor hisfuture missions as an outspoken

advocatefor globaljustice , better military training

and improved mandatesfor UN missions, amonq

many other peacekeeping related issues.

He wrote down his Rwanda experiences in his book

Shake Hands with the Devil. Since 1994, Dallaire

has continued to visit Rwanda.

of sense. We 're including more and more issues like child

soldiers, which I've been working on, understanding that

they represent a security problem and not just a social and

economic one. The mandates are there; what we are seeing

as a problem is the people being deployed being able to apply

them. That is to say that peacekeeping, or conflict resolution,

is no more blue beret, it is blue helmet. And in that context,

it is far more complex and ambiguous in these imploding

nations, failing states and civil wars than it was when one

nation was going after another.

"Sovereignty is no longer
an absolute, which is a
great revolution."

With that complexity and ambiguity, you need people who

have more depth than purely using force. You need people

who understand the problems. For example you need people

who have anthropology, sociology, philosophy in your

leadership to be able to grasp all this. But instead of seeing

the deployment of forces from developed countries, who



have extensive training, command and control capabilities,

the logistics to sustain themselves and the technology to be

able to cover the ground in a continuous fashion day and
night, we have seen them abdicate and hand [the task] over to

developing countries who have next to none of that.

When you don't have the equipment, you don't have the

weapons, protection or good command and control, field

commanders will then start to reduce the impact of their

rules of engagement, and so we are seeing a reticence

of maximizing what's there. And so I think the greatest

element of sadness - apart from the fact that we are not

applying R2P - is that developed countries, the middle

powers, like Canada, Germany, the Dutch, the Japanese, and

other are just not engaging. If they engaged first, and kept

the 'big boys' in reserve, I think we would come in with far

more subtle, far more acceptable scenarios than coming in

and being seen as an occupation force.

"Peacekeeping is no
more blue beret, it is
blue helmet. (. ..) It is
far more complex and
ambiguous in these
imploding nations,
failing states and
civil wars ."
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Convening Power

I

•
I

The Hague's reputation as the 'international city of peace andjustice' is founded on its
extraordinary contributions to the development and implementation of international
law. Many of the international justice mechanisms it hosts, such as the International Court of
Justice (ICJ), International Criminal Court (ICC) and International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) are well known, Yet, their mandates, activities and the challenges they
face are not always well understood by a global audience.

The Hague Institute has partnered with these institutions ,

as well as leading research orga nizations across the world,

to assist in their efforts to promote a better understanding of

international justice, especially amongst political decision

makers. As part of these efforts, the Institute partnered with

Chatham House to host an in-depth discussion of international

criminal law in London. The speakers at the event "The ICC and

the Yugoslav Tribunal: Upholding International Criminal Law?"

were Prosecutor of the ICC, Fatou Bensouda and the President

of the ICTY, Theodor Meron.

Prosecutor Bensoudajoined two further panels in Washington,

D.C. in April, alongside three judges from the International

Court ofJustice Joan Donoghue, Julia Sebutinde and Xue

Hanqin. At the United States Institute for Peace (USIP) and in

conjunction with the Georgetown Institute for Women, Peace

and Security, the four jurists took part in a panel discussion on

"Preventing and Mitigating Conflicts : Role of The International

Courts." The Hague Institute's President moderated a panel

with the same group at a plenary session of the American

Society for International Law (ASIL) - International Law

Association annual meeting. The judges and the prosecutor

discussed challenges in communicating their work, the

importance of diversity and its impact on the judicial process , as

well as on the courts ' roles in contemporary situations such as

Ukraine and Syria.
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Commission on Global
Security, Justice, and
Governance

The intersection of security and justice is
critical to understanding and addressing
common global threats and challenges.
Building on that fundamental theme,
The Hague Institute for Global Justice and
The Stimson Center, based in Washington,
D.C., have initiated a major new project
around a Commission on Global Security,
Justice, and Governance, composed of a
select group of eminent statespersons and
public intellectuals.

"The and recommendations qj'the Commission will
cnauenae world leaders and civilsociety tograpple in neUJ rvays

threats at the intersection ofpeace, security
~,V!-·· ·Ij,l..H.jlf. and the Responsibility

to Protectto cross-border economic shocks andpopulation
~'~·~<'f-./~\,f..vl.• 111 .t..·I~" caused environmental degradation. We are
Ul,f.,P..'!II.(,vU to serve as the Commission's Co-Chairs." - Former

...... £.;)i{ ··r,Jf'·ll.. ,T of State. Madeleine K. Albright, and former

UN Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs, Ibrahim A.

Cambari,

The Commission will issue in June 2015 a focused set of global

policy and institutional reform recommendations in advance

of the United Nations ' 70th Anniversary Summit, which is

planned for September 2015 in New York. In the tradition of

the 1995 Commission on Global Governance and the 2004

High-Level Panel on Threats , Challenges and Change, the

Commission will consider new frameworks for collective

action on critical issues such as state fragility, the cyber

economy and the anticipated effects of climate change on

peoples ' lives and livelihoods.

The project will benefit from multi-stakeholder consultations

in the coming year, starting with The Hague Conference
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on Business an d Human Security (September), the India

Conference on cyber security and cyber govern ance in New

Delhi (October), and the UN Climate Change Conference

in Lima (December). Efforts will continue in 2015 with the

Munich Security Conference (February), as well as with UN

Member States representatives in New York.

Th e Commission's recommendations aim to complement

the UN Post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals agenda,

th e Fourth Global Conference on Cyberspace in The Hague

(April 2015), the recommendations of the UN Peacebuilding

Commission to-Year Review (October 2015), and the

Conference of Parties to the UN Framework Convention on

Climate Change (COP 21) in Paris (December 2015).

"When we do our
homework, ED
(member states)
should also do theirs ."
Albanian PM Edi Rama on his
country's ED membership

Albanian Prime Minister, Edi Rama.

The Hague Institute for Global Justice

Convening Power

Distinguished
Speaker Series

Edi Rama
On 26 May, The Hague Institute welcomed Albanian Prime

Minister, Edi Rama, as part of the Distinguished Speaker Series.

Rama spoke on the "Western Balkans and the EU: The Case of

Albania's Long Road to its European Destiny." He argued that EU

membership has been a critical incentive for collaboration in the

region and a crucial national objective for many states. The prim e

minister drew attention to both the short-term context and long

term structural conditions that allow for managing change and

stability at the same time , which will be particularly important

for dealing with growing skepticism toward enlargement in many

EU coun tries.

Miroslav Lajcal<
Slovak Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign and

European Affairs, Miroslav Lajcak,joined the Institute on 22 May

to elaborate on ED enlargement and its effects on both the ED

and new member states. Acknowledging rising skepticism and

negative sentiments, Mr. Lajcak, nevertheless made an impas

sioned case for the ED, noting how his country has enjoyed a

profound transformation through the EU accession process.

Slovak Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign and Euro pean Affairs,
Miroslav Lajcak.
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Transitional Justice and
Democratic Institution
Building: Memorials

Although transition began 25 years ago, the
importance of memorials in the former Eastern
Bloc Communist countries is noteworthy.
They fulfill a significant social role today as
a way of promoting a new era of democracy.
To establish a historical record and honor the
victims of abuses, many countries in transition
have erected memorials.

launch: New Working
Paper Series

In June 2014, The Hague Institute for Global
Justice launched a working paper series on
issues at the intersection of peace , security,
and justice. This series contributes original
research of the highest quality to scholarly
and policy debates. It is complementary to
existing publication series of policy briefs and
commentaries , and provides researchers with a
new outlet for original research.

In East Germany and Hungary, which house memorials

commemorating the victims of the Communist era, our

researchers have conducted fieldwork to assess the role

of memorials in the transition.

Later this year and in 2015 The Hague Institute will publish

papers on sanctions against Iran, effective multi-level water

diplomacy, international law, cyber governance and the

relationship between just war theory and the Responsibility

to Protect (R2P).

ur working
and defend

1

To ensure the high standard of research, each working paper

is subjected to a peer review of at least one internal and one

external reviewer. Reviews will assess working papers on

methodological rigorousness , logical soundness, clarity,

organization, moral importance, and the fit with the mandate

of The Hague Institute.The very process of building a historical narrative through

memorials can contribute to the promotion of democratic

values and the mobilization of victims' groups, as well as

helping citizens understand that the past may repeat itself if

the possibility is not guarded against. Yet, as these countries

have seen, the creation of memorials can also lead to further

oppression of victims ' groups or the legitimization of false

historical narratives.

The Impact on Transitional Justice Measures on Democratic

Institution Building project examines the association between

transitional justice mechanisms and civil participation, the

security sector and the rule of law.

Dr. Eamon Aloyo is the author of the Institute's first working

paper. In TheLast ofLastResort, Dr. Aloyo argues that the

last resort precept in just war theory should be jettisoned from

the tradition. The article on the next page elaborates on that

argument.

Through a comparative analysis , this project aims to

understand which attributes of memorials can have a positive

impact on a transition and the logic behind the association

between memorialization and democracy.

The projec t is being conducted in cooperation with

The University of East London, UI<, and is funded by the

Netherlands Research Foundation and the UI< Economic

and Social Research Council.

Dr. Eamon Senior Researcher

For more information on the project, visit: www.tjdi.org. All working papers will be available on the Institute's website.
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Throughout history, innocent civilians

have suffered from mass atrocities.

Heinous slaughter, widespread rape,

ethnic cleaning, and mass human

rights violations should never occur.

When national efforts to prevent such

mass atrocities fail, the international

community should take action to

end them.

The Responsibility to Protect was

developed to address this necessity

directly. Yet as we have witnessed in Syria,

South Sudan, the Central African Republic

and the Democratic Republic of Congo,

this principle has yet to be consistently

and adequately implemented, for a variety

of reasons. Based on past experiences,

political reality does not necessarily follow

agreed concepts.

Under the Conflict Prevention Program,

The Hague Institute has begun a new

project on R2P. It focuses on producing

original, policy relevant research that

can improve the implementation of

that principle.

The members of the International Com

mission on Intervention and State Sov

ereignty (ICISS) identified three pillars of

R2P: prevention, reaction and rebuilding.

Preventing mass atrocities is likely the

most important aspect of R2P, the ICISS

commissioners argue. For this reason,

emphasis of the research at The Hague

Institute will be on the prevention and re

action phases. In addition to working with

research partners, Dr. Eamon Aloyo and

Tessa Alleblas, also assist policy and gov

ernmental partners in developing relevant

ideas, training practitioners and dissemi

nating ideas to relevant stakeholders.

The first entry in The Hague Institute

Working Paper Series focuses on the last

resort precept of the ICISS report and

just war theory. In this paper Dr. Aloyo

argues that the last resort principle

should be dropped as a precondition

for armed humanitarian intervention,

chiefly because its inclusion could result

in a larger number of civilian deaths.

Proportionality, necessity and non

combatant immunity already cover the

morally important aspects of last resort.

"When preventing
mass atrocities
fails, the interna
tional community
should take action
to end them."

A Transatlantic Dialogue in partnership

with the Montreal Institute for

Genocide and Human Rights Studies

(MIGS) is another example of the

policy relevant work of The Hague

Institute. This initiative - led by

The Hague Institute President Dr.

Abiodun Williams and MIGS' Senior

Deputy Director Kyle Matthews - aims

to develop policy relevant ideas for

improving the implementation ofR2P

among leading transatlantic actors.

Through this project, The Hague

Institute strives to improve the

implementation of the Responsibility

to Protect and to help close the gap

between rhetorical support and

substantial commitment to protect

civilians from mass atrocities, as well

as to ensure that the experiences of

Rwanda, Srebrenica, Kosovo , and more

recently, Syria , are of the past.
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Rule of Law

Hague Institute Hosts
Transitional Justice
Fellowship

The Hague Institute regards policy-relevant
research, innovative projects and training for
practitioners working in the field of peace and
justice as equally important

From 23-27 June, The Hague Institute and the Institute for

Justice and Reconciliation (IJR) based in Johannesburg, South

Africa, hosted 10 Fellows for a training program on transitional

justice. Countries represented included the Democratic Republic

of Congo, Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, Sudan, Uganda

and Zimbabwe.

The Fellows who were senior African professionals in positions

to influence policy and practice, participated in a series of

seminars on transitional justice, which focused on both legal

and non-legal means.

The Hague Institute for Global Justice

At the core of the program were presentations by the Fellows

on the transitional justice landscape in their respective home

countries, accompanied by an open and active discussion of

professional experiences and parallels between countries .

The speakers highlighted past initiatives , current developments,

and key challenges to the implementation of transitional

justice measures.

Fellows evaluated and debated various approaches adopted

by African states, with a focus on identifying transferable

lessons and methods. Presentations by gues t experts, including

international criminal lawyers, academics and implementation

professionals, provided additional insights.

The Transitional Justice Fellowship program has been hosted

annually by IJR in Cape Town and Johannesburg since

2000. This year was the first time the fellowship included a

"Hague leg." It offered participants an excellent opportunity

to familiarize themselves with the international criminal

legal system embedded in the city, through visits to the

International Criminal Court, the International Court of Justice,

the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia

and the Special Tribunal for Lebanon. The participants had the

opportunity to speak with officials from those institutions and

hear their insights on the advantages and limitations of legal

approaches to transitional justice.
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Knowledge latform

Knowledge Platform I 19

The Knowledge Platform Security & Rule of Law, or simply the Platform, is an international
network of policymakers, field practitioners, academic experts and business leaders.
This interdisciplinary community of practice provides a meeting space, both offline and online,
for experts to discuss and share lessons learned from security and role of law efforts in fragile
and conflict-affected contexts.

~

~
~. Knowledge __
~'" Platform ::

Security & -
Rule of law

Several projects exemplify the Platform's

work and approach to stimulate knowl

edge sharing and dialogue between

different communities. The Mali

Dialogue convenes practitioners from

NGOs and think tanks active in Mali, as

well as policymakers, in relation to Dutch

contributions to MINUSMA. This initiative

has the aim of influencing Dutch policies on

security and rule of Law. Byfacilitating the

fostering of lessons learned, coordination

of activities and joint project development,

The Mali Dialogu e aims to contribute to

the coherence of Dutch efforts in Mali.

The SCIENTIA-Mechanism facilitates

capturing and sharing knowledge. This

platform serves civilian experts and

civil society organizations (CSO) who

contribute to international peacekeeping

and crisis management missions. By

systematically debriefing experts from

missions and by facilitating peer learning,

the mechanism aims to enhance the

effectiveness of policy and programming

of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs

and CSOs effectiveness, professionalism

and the impact of the Dutch contributions

to civilian missions.

The Secretariat of the Platform is a

joint effort of The Hague Institute

and the Conflict Research Unit

of the Netherlands Institute for

International Relations - Clingendael.

The collaboration between these two

leading Dutch think tanks builds upon

respective areas of expertise, and works

towards a common goal: To contribute

to security and the rule of law in

fragile and confl ict-affected settings.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the

Netherlands initiated and finances the

Platform. For mo re information, visit

www.kpsrl.org.

"The Platform
contributes to
collaboration and
evidence-based
policies while
simultaneously
facilitating the
generation of
new knowledge."
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20 IPutting Research to Work

f heHague Institute characterizes itselfas a think-and-do
tank working at the intersection of peace, security and justice.

lhit:l,l<ing a......d dQing~w-e_~nsJ11ore than t;ese~rch,jnforming,
policy and practice. Part of the Institute's mission is to foster

cross-fertilization between academia, policy, and practice and
11.'1~~t~~jvletn()v~ 'or work around obstacles 's tanding in the way ot; "

collaboration and mutual learning.
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Profile

Ambassadors
for Global Justice

The Hague Institute for Global Justice

In pursuing its mission to strengthen global justice, The Hague Institute consults with not
only renowned academics but also leading practitioners and policymakers. One way the
Institute engages the policy and practitioner community is through former diplomats and
civil servants. The Hague Institute is honored to count two former ambassadors among
its staff, both ofwhom bring a wealth of knowledge and insight to the organization.
The Institute's work is benefiting enormously from their contributions.

Ambassador

Dimitrov expands
The Hague Institute's
connections to the
Balkans, ensuring
engagement with the
strategic geography
ofEurope.

Distinguished Fellow Nikola Dimitrov served as

Ambassador of the Republic of Macedonia to the Kingdom

of the Netherlands until April 2014. In the course of an 18

year career with the Macedonian Foreign Service, Dimitrov

represented his country as ambassador to the United States

of America. He also served as National Coordinator for

NATO Integration, Special Envoy for European and Euro

Atlantic Int egration, and as Deputy Foreign Minister.

He began his career as a human rights officer and, in
his new capacity at The Hague Institute, Ambassador
Dimitrov continues to lecture and write on rights-related

issues such as democratic governance, rule of law and

conflict resolution.

Drawing on his extensive experience with stability and

integration issues in Southeastern Europe, Ambassador

Dimitrov has convened a series of discussions on the

future of the Balkan states and the evolution of their

relationship with Europe. By expanding The Hague

Institute 's connections with diplomats and policymakers in

the region, Ambassador Dimitrov ensures that the Institute

remains engaged with an important frontier in the strategic

geography of the continent.

Ambassador-in-Residence and Development Advisor

Boudewijn van Eenennaamjoined The Hague Institute

in 2013 after a distinguished career with the Netherlands

Ministry of Foreign Affairs which began in 1973 after he
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Distinguished Fellow Nikola Dimitrov.

Ambassador-in-Residence and Development Advisor Boudewijn van Eenennaam.
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finished his studies with degrees in law and dramaturgy.

He served as Chief Political Advisor to several foreign

ministers and as Ambassador of the Netherlands in both

Washington, D.C., and Geneva, as well as his country's

representative to numerous international organizations,

such as UNHCR, WHO, ICRC, 10M, CERN and WIPO.

Ambassador van Eenennaam also chaired the presidency of

the Political Committee of the European Union, the Executive

Committee ofUNHCR and the Working Group for the

Accession ofAfghanistan to the WTO. More recently, he was

the Netherlands' Sherpa to the 2012 Nuclear Security Summit.

Ambassador Van Eenennaam puts his vast experience and

network to use at the Institute, by focusing on building

relationships with the local diplomatic community.

A highly experience
diplomat, Ambassador
Van Eenennaam has
the gravitas to assess
foreign policy.

As one ofhis initiatives, Ambassador Van Eenennaam

convenes the "Inside View" series of discussions, which is

designed to stimulate debate on the current course and future
trajectory of Dutch foreign policy. In this ongoing series, the

Institute has brought together policymakers, practitioners and

ministers to assess the effectiveness of Dutch international

engagement. The most recent gathering, moderated by

Ambassador Van Eenennaam, focused on the evolving

relationship between development and defense assistance.

Separately, the Ambassador continues to engage with the

public in his role as an influential commentator on Dutch

and European foreign policy. Having worked on transatlantic

relations, defense cooperation, arms control, national

contributions to peacekeeping and peace-enforcement

missions, nuclear safety and security, EU common foreign

and security policy and the promotion of Dutch industry and

culture, Ambassador Van Eenennaam's advice is sought far

beyond the walls ofThe Hague Institute.
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Home
to Experts

The Hague Institute for Global
Justice is home to a select group
ofexperts from around the world,
who are involved in the Institute's
research programs and contribute
to the debate on a wide range of
global justice issues. Three of
these experts are Richard Ponzio,
Ting Zang and loris Larik.
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Head of the Global Governance Program

Dr. Richard Ponzio

Home to Experts I 2S

"As a young
Institute, it's
particularly
important that
we carefully
cultivate
relationships
with both
established think
tanks and the
audience that
we seek to
influence."

Prior to joining The Hague Institute as the Head of the Global

Governance Program, Dr. Richard Ponzio served as Senior

Adviser in the u.S. State Department's Office of the Special

Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan. In this capacity, he

conceptualized and coordinated Secretary Hillary Clinton's and,

later, Secretary John Kerry's New Silk Road Initiative. Previously,

he served in senior positions with the United Nations in New

York, Freetown, Honiara, Islamabad, Kabul and Prishtina.

Dr. Ponzio's policy research interests span the role of

international institutions in responding to state fragility, global

financial volatility, and population displacement.

Dr. Ponzio is currently working with colleagues at The Hague

Institute and The Stimson Center in Washington, D.C. in

support of the Commission on Global Security, Justice,

and Governance. This flagship initiative aims to diagnose

shortcomings and propose innovations for the way global

institutions and key partners respond to new global governance

challenges at the intersection of security andjustice, such

as war-ridden societies, cross-border economic shocks, and

climate change.

While at the UN and US State Department, Dr. Ponzio

researched and advised fragile states, and the Peacebuilding

Commission on post-conflict governance and economic

reform, co-authored global and national Human Development

Reports, and co-initiated two global networks for peacebuilding

organizations and practitioners.
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Researcher

ling Zhang
"A conflict
sensitive approach
to governing
natural resources
is imperative
to ensure ajust
distribution of
benefits and
burdens and to
prevent further
violence."

Climate change, the scarcity of and lack of accessibility to

resources are all related to the Conflict Prevention Program,

home to researcher Ting Zhang. At The Hague Institute she

focuses on researching the nexus between conflict prevention,

climate, and natural resources (in particular water).

Prior to joining The Hague Institute, Ms. Zhang worked for

the Energy Research Center of the Netherlands (ECN) and the

Sustainable Trade Initiative (IDH). Her interest lies in the policy

side of environmental studies. The Hague Institute provided

Ms. Zhang with the opportunity to effect change by conducting

rigorous scientific research and communicating the findings to

policymakers. During her studies in the Netherlands and the

United Kingdom on environment and development, she took

a special interest in the governance of natural resources and

energy resources, public participation in policy-making and

risk communication.

Her current position provides ample opportunity to develop

one of the projected lines of work of the Institute: natural

resources and conflict. The vast and complex terrain of

research demands cooperation and therefore a clear focus on

the strengths of each partner to coordinate a well-functioning

partnership. In addition, Ms. Zhang also recognizes an

understanding of local culture to be critical and central to

the Conflict Prevention team's country-specific work on

addressing some of the root and instrumental causes of

violent conflict over natural resources.
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Senior Researcher
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Dr. Joris arik
"The concept of
global governance
is inherently goal
oriented, not an
end in itself. Hence,
reform proposals
for the future of
the multilateral
system are first
and foremost about
making it fit for
purpose."

.Dr. loris Larik is a Senior Resea rcher in the Global Governance

Program. His research and work focus on the future of the

global governance architecture, the law and policy aspects

ofEU external relations, and comparative and multilevel

constitutional law.

In his doctoral dissertation, entitled Foreign policy
objectives in European constitutional law, Dr. Larik shows

how substantive norms of global governance have come to

be codified in the highest law s of many countries as well

as the European Union. The thesis was recently awarded

the 2014 Mauro Cappelletti Prizefor the Best Thesis in
Comparative Law from the Eu ropean University Institute

(EU!) and is forthcoming as a monograph with Oxford

University Press.

According to Dr. Larik, the concept of global governance is

inherently goal-oriented, and not an end in itself. Hence reform

proposals for the future of the multilateral system must focus

on making the system fit for purpose. In order to make norms

a reality, they must be acted upon and streamlined into the

foreign policies of countries and the work of regional and

international organizations. For Dr. Larik, this translation of

aspirations for a more just international order into policy and

tangible outcomes is both the greatest challenge and opportu

nity for his work at The Hague Institute.
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Dialogues , Meetings and Events

Dr. Williams moderted the first" Annual Justice Stephen Breyer

Lecture on International Law" at Brookings. The April event focused

on "The Court in the World."

In June, The Hague Institute partnered with the US Holocaust Memorial

Museum and the National Security Archive to host a high-level

conference on the zoth anniversary of the Rwandan Genocide.

The Hague Institute hosted policy discussions with all Ambassadors to

the Netherlands as part of an initiative conceived by Mayor Jozias

van Aartsen.

The Hague Institute for Global Justic e

The Hague Institute hosted a panel event in April with ICJjudges and

the ICC Prosecutor at the United States Institute for Peace (USIP) in

Washington, D.C.

In conjunction with Doughty Street International, th e Institute hosted

the book launch of "The Special Tribunal for Lebanon: Law and

Practice" to address the legal novelties of the STL.

The Hague Institute and the Institute for Social Studies hosted the

inauguration of the "Prince Claus Chair in Equity and Development" in

the presence of Queen Maxima.
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upco •Ing ents
September

International Conference:
Deltas in Times of Climate
Change
On 23 September in Rotterdam,

The Hague Institute will partner with

the Netherlands National Commission

for UNESCO, UNESCO-IHE and

Wageningen University to convene

an expert meeting on the role of the

science - policy - society interface in

facilitating knowledge co-creation for

delta governance.

October
Training School: Human
Rights, Rule of Law and
Good Governance in Times
of Climate Change
From 6 -10 October the Rule of law

Program at The Hague Institute, in

partnership with COST, will provide a

training aimed at educating participants

on social science, legal instruments and

mechanisms used to prevent and solve

climate change and its consequences.

The India Conference on
Cyber Security and Cyber
Governance (CYFY)
From 15-17 October, the Global

Governance Program at The Hague

Institute will participate in a global

conversation on issues of internet

governance and security as part of

CYFY 2014 held in New Delhi, India.

November
Climate Change
Technologies Roundtable
This roundtable, to be held on

6 November, will consider the role

of 'green climate technologies', in

areas such as energy and agriculture ,

for contributing to bottoms-up,

private-sector led solutions to helping

societies mitigate and adapt to the

effects of climate change ~~ lives

and livelihoods.

December

The Governance
of Space Mineral
Resources
As part of The Hague Roundtable

Series, this 1 December inter

disciplinary discussion will serve

as a forum for contributing to

the contemporary debate on the

interpretation and implementation

of existing legal frameworks concerning

the exploration and exploitation of

space mineral resources.

Recent Publi •a ons
Policy Brief on Geopolitics
and Maritime Security in the
Indian Ocean I August 201 4
Against the backdrop of a crowded,

unstable and increasingly militarized

maritime space, this policy brief

provides an overview of the main

aspects that future EU policy planning

on maritime security in the Indian

Ocean must address.

The Handbook of Human
Rights IJuly 201 4
Dr. Anja Mihr, Head of the Rule of Law

Program, co-edited "The Handbook of

Human Rights," published by SAGE. One

of the largest and most comprehensive

reference tools on human rights, the

Handbook offers a comprehensive

overview of both traditional and

emerging human rights issues .

Policy Brief on Irregular
Migration and Global
Justice I May 201 4
This Policy Brief offers policy recommen

dationsto government officials and

relevant NGOs as to what fair and

effective irregular migration governance

might entail, and how a balance can be

struck between national security concerns

and respecting irregular migrants' rights .

For a complete list of past and upcoming events as well as of recent publications, please visit: Th elIagu eln st itu te.org.
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